Source Four LED

Series 3
Unparalleled brightness from every distance.
Revolutionary 8-color mixing with deep red LEDs.
Built-in wireless DMX/RDM.

The new standard that is anything but standard.

visual environment technologies | etcconnect.com
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FIRST WORDS
The first four months have seen
exhibitions that were to physically
take place postponed. Prolight+
Sound Middle East was initially
scheduled for early this year, and
Prolight+Sound Frankfurt planned
for April has been postponed to
next year. PALM Expo in India is
also expected to be postponed
to next year due to the rising
COVID-19 cases. Amidst this
situation, there is some ray of
hope. Singapore is opening up for larger events to take place.
Thailand, Vietnam, Taiwan and Australia seem to be opening up
more as well. Case in point - A-Mei’s concert in Taiwan held in
early 2021, which attracted 70,000 fans. It would likely be a year
of ups and downs, but we hope for more ups than downs.
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A POWERFUL

VOICE IN A
CHANGING

WORLD

P+ Series dual-concentric, point source cabinets deliver trademark
NEXO performance with the versatility venues and productions need
to succeed in a changing world.
Four Main Cabinets with up to 141dB SPL
Variable Directivity
FOH or Wedge

BOOK A
DEMO

Dedicated Partner Subs
Touring and Install Models

nexo-sa.com

Available in any RAL Colour
Comprehensive Range of Accessories
Networkable Power and Processing
Remote System Management

Live
Events

Corporate & Theatres
Public Spaces

nexo-sa.com

Clubs

Bars &
Restaurants

Houses of
Worship

Sports
Arenas

SYSTEM DESIGN SERVICE

Immersive
Audio

nexo-sa.com/design

Thinking. Inside the box.
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Robe Tarrantulas Light Up Tay Eng Soon Convention Centre Auditorium
The Tarrantula is powered by 36x 40W and 1x 60W high
powered emitters providing a stunning 20,000-lumen
output. The versatile optical system offers an adjustable
beam angle, from a tight 4° spot to a super-wide 50° wash,
of the highest quality light. Fully saturated and intense
colours and subtle pastel tones are created with velvety
smooth transitions thanks to the integrated internal 18bit
LED dimming system. Dynamic video effects are easily
achieved by mapping individual pixels controlled by a DMX
desk or media servers via sACN with internal HTP merging,
DMX, or Kling-Net protocol.

The Tay Eng Soon Convention Centre is located within the Institute
of Technical Education (ITE) Central campus in Singapore. The 1,460
seat convention centre auditorium is used for the Institutes's internal
events and is available for third parties' booking for musicals or other
performances.

"The controllability of the individual pixels gives lighting
designers wide flexibility in their designs, which is very much
appreciated. We have been delighted with the fixtures' performance,
with their high level of reliability and scalability. The students
particularly enjoy using the fixture due to its intuitive colour display
for configuration," said Joshua.

Joshua Chong, Technical Officer, Centre for Music and The Arts
(CeMTA), ITE College Central, highlighted that the Institute wanted to
replace the existing conventional tungsten lighting fixtures with more
energy-saving LED fixtures. The Institute also wanted to create a more
immersive experience for the audience. "We wanted a fixture that
could offer a strong light output due to the size of the venue. It also
had to have a high CRI rating to cater to the wide variety of events
such as our annual musical and concerts and dance performances."
Meeting the Institute objectives are 24 units of Robe Tarrantula.

Robe's Kartikeyan, Regional Manager(Asia Pacific), added, "We are
pleased that the Tarrrantula met the requirements of ITE College
Central. Beyond that, the Tarrantula is equipped with Robe's
innovative lens coating technology, which brings benefits such as
bright and clear lenses which prevent scratches or marks. The lighting
designers would also be thrilled with the patented Multi-Coloured
Flower Effects (MCFE) that adds yet another spectacular visual
dimension."
robe

TAIWAN

PROLIGHTS Appoints DLHG as Distributor in Taiwan
lighting systems in the country. Jackson Yu, Managing Director of the
company, commented: “PROLIGHTS will be a great addition to the
brands we represent in the region. They are an extremely innovative
company with very well-made products, I am sure our customers
will be extremely impressed by their quality and outstanding
performance.”

PROLIGHTS is excited to announce that it has appointed DLHG as the
new distributor in Taiwan.
DLHG Co. Ltd is an established company in Taiwan with several
years of experience importing, selling and integrating entertainment
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Paolo Albani, International Sales Manager at PROLIGHTS, commented:
“We are really proud to have DLHG as partner in Taiwan. They are
well-known for their professionalism and the quality of manufacturers
they represent. I am sure we will also provide the highest level of
service that their customers are looking for.“
prolights
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MALAYSIA

HARMAN Professional Solutions Appoints Mahajak Trio as Soundcraft
Distribution Partner in Malaysia
“In line with our APAC business strategy aimed at enhancing
customer touchpoints across brands, solutions and verticals that we
serve, we are happy to appoint Mahajak Trio as distribution partner
for Soundcraft in Malaysia,” said Amar Subash, Director, Channel
Management & Audio Solutions, HARMAN Professional Solutions,
APAC. “Malaysia forms an important market in APAC with strong
growth potential for professional audio solutions. The expanded
distribution model leverages our brand strengths and Mahajak Trio’s
strong network in providing world class audio solutions to their
customers.”

HARMAN Professional Solutions has announced the addition of
Mahajak Trio as official Malaysia distributor for Soundcraft Product
Lines. Mahajak Trio Electronic SDN BHD (MTE) is involved in the
sourcing, sale and distribution of a wide and comprehensive range of
professional sound equipment such as loudspeakers, audio mixers,
amplifiers, signal processors, microphones, video-audio control
systems and entertainment lightings in addition to consultancy
services, technical advice and conduct training on sound solutions, as
well as testing and repair services.

“HARMAN Professional Audio Brands and Solutions are well
established for their technological superiority and world class quality,”
said Edwin Lau, Executive Director, Mahajak Trio Electronic. “We
understand our customers’ need for solutions and support, and with
our hands-on experience in the Malaysia market, we are thrilled
to bring Soundcraft products to our customers and elevate their
experiences.”
All other HARMAN partnerships serving the Malaysia market for
Retail, Install, Cinema, AMX Video and Controls and Martin Lighting
remains unchanged.
harman

ITALY

DTS Presents New Company Website
In order to offer a more efficient user experience you can now find, in
the new architainment section, a practical and easy-to-use tool that
makes it easier to find the best product for your needs.
The renewed download section has been broadened in order to
have a more comprehensive view of the available documentation:
from generic catalogues to specific data sheets of every product.
Everything ready with a simple click, even on mobile. To make easier
the sharing of information regarding the company, the news area has
been enhanced with a new section dedicated to the publication of
official press releases.
The area regarding case histories has been renewed by giving the user
a more targeted selection of news: each project will be referred to the
relevant market and linked to its relevant products.

The menu in the refreshed website is more direct and intuitive and
highlights the two different products segments with clear distinction
thus helping the user to focus attention on their needs.
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In addition the home page has been enhanced with a social feed in
which the latest news shared on social media will be accessible even
for those who don’t tread very much on these new platforms.
dts-lighting
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SOUTH KOREA

Daon SD in Seoul Partners with KV2 Audio to Bring High Quality Audio
Experiences to Korea
One configuration comprised a main system of two VHD2.0 with
four VHD2.16 and four VHD4.18 subs with ESM 26 stage monitors,
whilst on another occasion we used four ES1.0 systems for mains
supplemented with four ES2.5 subs. In both cases we had four ESM
26 monitors on stage plus two EX10s in the video production area and
an EX6 as control booth monitor.”

Loudspeaker manufacturer KV2 Audio has been working with
recently appointed Korean distributor, Daon SD, to establish the
brand in the Korean market. Based in the Korean capital of Seoul,
Daon SD distributes a number of well-known audio brands in both
the commercial AV and live entertainment sectors and supports its
customers at every stage of their project, from system design through
to production, installation, logistics, technical support and financing.
KV2 is a welcome addition to the portfolio, offering high quality audio
solutions to a variety of applications.
“KV2 has opened up a huge number of possibilities for us,” says
Daon SD Director, B.S. Koo. “We’ve been working for some time with
a team that performs sound design and optimisation for venues
and other multi-purpose spaces using BIM design. We work closely
with the team to ensure that a good acoustic device produces the
best results, perform algorithm-based optimisation simulations,
and determine the design of a sound system that fits the room. The
BIM-based design process starts the whole process by providing the
client with construction specifications of an optimised architectural
design, and at the same time determines a significant amount of the
process load early on. We have found that for most scenarios, a LR
stereo configuration of a high quality point source system is the best
solution. Therefore, we needed to find a supplier of point source
systems with good response characteristics. After much research we
concluded that KV2 Audio was the only alternative that matched our
thinking, and we went from there.”
Since then, Daon SD has deployed KV2 systems on a large number
of events, including the reality TV singing competition, Mr. Trot,
currently the highest-rated show ever in the history of cable television
in South Korea. “This was a great showcase for us and KV2” says Koo.
“Over the course of six recordings, we were able to experiment with
different configurations as production requirements evolved. We and
the whole of the production team were blown away by the results.
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After the finals of Mr. Trot, the winners went on to perform alongside
an impressive roster of the country’s headlining K-Pop acts at the
Korean War 70th Anniversary Memorial Concert that was finally able
to take place at Haeinsa Temple last June. This was the first large-scale
event that was able to take place in Korea in the wake of the ongoing
COVID-19 crisis that saw events worldwide cancelled en masse. The
space is able to accommodate a seated audience of 5,000 but social
distancing rules dictated a maximum of 1,000 spectators at a distance
of 2m from each other. The entire concert was recorded for broadcast
on national television.
Located in the stunning Gaya Mountain National Park in South
Gyeongsang Province, Haeinsa is one of Korea’s Three Jewel Temples
and home to the Tripitaka Koreana, the complete Buddhist Scriptures
carved onto 81,350 wooden printing blocks. In addition to being
classed as a UNESCO World Heritage site, Haeinsa is of immense
national importance, and was therefore a fitting backdrop for the
70th Anniversary Korean War Memorial concert. To host the event, a
stage was constructed in 50 x 100m natural arena at the highest point
of the temple grounds. The main system comprised a flown LR system
of one VHD2.0 long throw mid-high enclosure, one VHD1.0 mid-high/
downfill and two VHD2.16 subs per side supplemented by a further
four VHD4.18 and ES2.5 subwoofers in total. Two ES1.0 delays and
a pair of EX10s complete the system. Control and amplification was
handled by two VHD2000s, two VHD3200s and six EPAK2500/Rs.
“Once again, the KV2 systems performed flawlessly and we received
many compliments on the quality of the sound,” says Koo. “We
couldn’t have hoped for a better showcase with a live event of such
national importance and many of the country’s most popular artists.
It is our task to bring the excellence of KV2 Audio to as many people
as possible, especially within the K-Pop scene which is flourishing
here, despite the pandemic. We have witnessed for ourselves the
smiles of both the audience and the sound engineers when they hear
what we can achieve with these systems. We hope to see many more
world-class shows and musicals being performed with KV2 in the
future.”
kv2audio
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Huge Shipment of SIXTY82 Folding Truss Lands in The Philippines

The bigger the job, the heavier the load. More often than not, that’s
the reality of modern rigging set-ups.
With this in mind, Quezon City based Forsk Ink, one of The Philippines
most prominent “one stop” rigging and staging rental companies,
recently took delivery of their first batch of SIXTY82 “big fold” truss.
The XL 101F one-meter-high folding truss offers an impressive
maximum span of 36m while still being able to carry a point load of
nearly 1Ton!
Due the folding principle, the storage and transportation space can
be reduced to merely a third of its unfolded volume, thus creating
huge savings in transport and warehouse occupancy. The shipment
consisted of more than 125 meters of 1, 2 and 3 meter sections as
well as tower model L sleeve blocks, suitable for both XL101F foldable
and L52S non-foldable 52cm truss.
Philip Santos, President and owner of Forsc Ink commented, “We are
seeing strong traffic increase in Metro Manila, which will most likely
only increase after the pandemic, which we all hope will be behind
us later this year. This new folding truss enables us to use our existing
truck fleet, while still being able to transport the ever-growing truss
spans we require, thanks to the huge potential for volume saving.”
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“The new sleeve blocks will fit not only the new folding truss, but
also accommodate our existing S52 Prolyte truss and towers, which
will make it very easy for us to use SIXTY82 trusses and towers in our
future projects.”
sixty82
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A NEW PARADIGM
FOR 2021
The best of both physical and virtual worlds.

InfoComm India introduces a new paradigm in marketing events with GoVIRTUAL.
With the unique GoVIRTUAL experience at its core, InfoComm India 2021 Program
offers the best of both the physical and virtual worlds that features a seamless fusion
of in-person, tradeshow physical interaction with AI powered virtual engagement.
Offering a deeper dual-channel personalized connection – anytime, anywhere
- there’s no better time than now to be part of INVENTING A NEW FUTURE at
InfoComm India 2021 Program!
UPCOMING
2021
Program

GoVIRTUAL
25 Feb

GoVIRTUAL
1 Jul

Hybrid Xperience
15-17 Sept
Bombay Exhibition Center

To learn more how your brand can
be at the forefront of InfoComm India’s
New Paradigm, contact our team today:

DISCOVER
MORE

Ms Lindsay Santos
Email: lindsaysantos@infocommasia.com
Mobile: +65 9793.9086

www.infocomm-india.com/A-New-Paradigm
Organized By:

A Project Of:
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JAPAN

Shiki Theatre Company’s Ten Performance Venues go Exclusively
Clear-Com for Comms Solutions

Shiki Theatre Company Phantom of the Opera
The Shiki Theatre Company is one of the largest and most reputable
in the world, staging 3,000 performances to an audience of over
three million in a typical year. The organization is comprised of ten
performance venues across several major Japanese cities, where
artists from around the world can take the stage. The Shiki Theatre
Company requires flexible and reliable communication technologies
to support the diversity of their productions, employing Clear-Com’s
Encore Analog Partyline System across all performance spaces,
including the two newly renovated theaters that reopened in October
of 2020.
The Shiki Theatre Company was founded on French Bastille Day,
July 14, 1953, by a group of ten university students who aspired
to bring about a revolution in the theatrical world. They wished to
decentralize the epicenter of culture from the Tokyo metropolitan
area and make it more accessible to all of Japan by opening theaters
in multiple cities.
The Company presents a wide variety of shows including plays,
original musicals and international musicals from New York
City’s Broadway and London’s West End. Each venue requires
a communications solution that is adaptable and that can
accommodate changes between types of shows, as well as changes
between productions and rehearsals.
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Two of Shiki’s theatres, JR-EAST Art Center Shiki Theatre HARU and
AKI, were closed in 2017 due to the redevelopment of the Takeshiba
area in Tokyo, with a plan to upgrade and reopen in 2020 as JREast Shiki Theatre [HARU] and JR-East Shiki Theatre [AKI]. During
the closure, Technical Department staff consulted with Kokuryo
Engineering Co., Ltd. on the comms system design.
The Encore Analog system configuration decided for each location
consists of a 4-channel MS-704 main station and KB-702, KB-701,
RS-702 or RS-701 remote stations depending on where they are used.
The other eight theatres use 4-channel systems as well.
“Clear-Com Encore Partyline has the flexibility to easily adapt
with different system configurations for every day’s changing
requirements,” stated Brian Chow of Clear-Com Regional Sales
Manager North Asia. “The analogue microphone cable connection
allows for clear audio and convenient cabling in various formats.”
Encore provides users with fast, simple and instant access to the
person or persons they need to speak to the most on any given
intercom channel. Unlike other communication options, this fullduplex platform allows production staff on the same channel to carry
out bi-directional, conversational-style communication, without
compromising audio quality. The system can scale over standard mic
cable or over IP interfaces.
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Shiki Theatre Company HARU Theatre Interior. Photo copyright Atsutoshi Shimosaka
Although Encore is one of Clear-Com’s earliest developments, it
maintains its “down-to-earth” practicality and continues to be a
relevant and preferred solution around the world.

All comms solutions were provided and supported by long-time,
Japan-based Clear-Com Partner, Matsuda Trading Co., Ltd.
Phantom of the Opera photos copyright: Abe Akihito

The Shiki Theatre Company reopened indoor performances in July
2020 with stringent COVID safety regulations in place. The [AKI]
Theatre newly opened in October 2020 with "The Phantom of the
Opera", a performance that will be long-running.

mtc-japan
clearcom

Shiki Theatre Company Phantom of the Opera
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SINGAPORE

PIXERA Facilitates Step Back in Time at Singapore Discovery Centre

Austrian media server expert, AV Stumpfl, has seen its products
deployed at an exciting new exhibition at the Singapore Discovery
Centre, which was overseen by global brand activation specialist Pico
Group.
The exhibition’s content conveys an audio-visual journey through
Singapore’s inspiring and sometimes tragic history, including glimpses
into war, occupations, disasters, and hard-fought independence.
This content is displayed on seven fabric projection screens hung
on the walls and ceiling, and augmented by physical set pieces and
architectural lighting below.
Although Pico Group is known for its acclaimed large-scale work, this
particular project was a chance to showcase the company’s great
experience in making use of the medium-sized venue’s space to
create a wonderfully impactful exhibition.
The visual side of the system deployed at the Singapore Discovery
Centre included seven NEC PA605UL projectors and a pair of AV
Stumpfl’s PIXERA mini Quad media servers. PIXERA mini’s ultracompact form factor makes it perfect for these kinds of installations,
with two servers being able to fit in a 1U 19-inch rack.

Total Solution Marketing products specialist Xiao Da explained the
advantages of using PIXERA mini in installation environments like the
Singapore Discovery Centre. “The combination of a super-intuitive
user interface with durable components and the compact size make
PIXERA mini a highly attractive and versatile product choice for
professional installation setups.”
Pictures courtesy of Total Solution Marketing
pico

The servers were delivered to Pico Group by Total Solution Marketing;
one of Asia’s leading distributors of professional lighting, smart
rigging, and special effect products, and a trusted partner of AV
Stumpfl’s since 2019.
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avstumpfl
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MIDDLE EAST

Creative Technology Middle East
Fills-up Roles in Newly Formed
Venue Services Department
Dailos Rodriguez has recently
joined Creative Technology
Middle East (CTME) as the
Venue Operations Manager
for the newly formed Venue
Services Department.
He has over 24 years of
experience in the hospitality
and audio-visual industry
and has worked across
multiple venues. Dailos has
secured various high-profile
contracts during his time and
implemented in-house audio-visual services for some of the Middle
East's biggest hotel chains. Having already built up two successful AV
venue services companies in the past, Dailos's knowledge and skillset
make him a great addition to the team. He comments, "It is a great
honour joining the CT team, and I look forward to getting started on
the variety of fantastic projects we already have lined up."
Creative Technology Middle
East (CTME) welcomes Mark
Johnson as the Business
Development Manager for
Venue Services. With over
19 years of experience in
the audio-visual hospitality
industry, Mark brings a
wealth of knowledge and
experience to his role. During
his time, he has secured
several large-scale contracts
across various venues and
has been a key factor in the growth and development of many
different audio-visual venue services throughout the region. Mark's
ability to provide clients with the right technology to suit their needs
and understanding of venue requirements across the Middle East
makes him perfect for the role. He states, "It's very endearing to be a
part of Creative Technology's new Venue Services department from
conception! I look forward to accomplishing many new first with CT."

Motor LPML250
lifting capacity 500 kg
self weight 12 kg

Motor LPL500
lifting capacity 1000 kg
self weight 23 kg

RIG IT EASY

WITH NEW GIS CHAIN MOTORS

Andrew Reardon, the Managing Director for Creative Technology
Middle East, goes on to say, "It is an exciting time for the Middle East
as we continue to grow and expand our team of professionals and our
offering. It is a pleasure to have both Mark and Dailos on board, and I
wish them all the best going forward."
ct-group

GIS AG I CH-6247 Schötz I Phone +41 41 984 11 33
tel@gis-ag.ch I www.gis-ag.ch
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SINGAPORE

Esports Entertainment Asia to Build Esports Entertainment Venues

Esports Entertainment Asia (EEA), a Singapore-based company was
set-up in 2019 to realise a bold vision to build a comprehensive
ecosystem for esports in Singapore and the Asia region. The company
held a press conference on 11th March to launch the Asia Esports
Festival (AEF). The inaugural AEF will be held in Singapore from
3rd to 5th December at Suntec Convention Centre. AEF 2021 in
Singapore promises all esports enthusiasts the ultimate multi-sensory
experience with the latest games, merchandise, accessories; and
guarantee the most fun-filled esports exploration journey for families
and children of all ages. After the inaugural launch in Singapore,
the AEF will travel to other key gateway cities across Asia, including
Shenzhen (China), Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia), Jakarta (Indonesia),
Bangkok (Thailand), Phnom Penh (Cambodia), etc.
Johnny Ong, EEA Co-Chairman, explained that the Asia Esports
Festival (AEF) took more than a year to conceptualise and design by
EEA. The AEF will be a mega-esports festival that exhibits the broad
genre of cyber-gaming and esports competitions. Together with the
esports-driven entertainment and youth pop-culture it will capture
the millennials’ imagination.
Roland Ong, EEA Co-Chairman highlighted that EEA plans to execute
its vision of building a solid ecosystem for esports through 4 key
thrusts over the next few years:
* Organise world-class esports events and competitions (like the AEF)
across Asia
ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY ASIA | www.e-techasia.com

* Develop esports entertainment venues across Asia’s gateway cities
with the launch of the
Esports Entertainment Asia Venue Fund
* Build a Pan-Asia social platform for esports enthusiasts to network
and engage
* Nurture talents to meet the needs of the esports industry by setting
up a training academy
Part of Esports Entertainment Asia’s (EEA) vision is to build a portfolio
of sustainable recreation-centric integrated developments that
become iconic esports entertainment venues across Asia’s gateway
cities. EEA plans to achieve this by working with a strategic partner
in real estate fund management to launch the Esports Entertainment
Asia Venue Fund.
Johnny Ong elaborated, “EEA has recently started to introduce the
Esports Entertainment Asia Venue Fund to select investors and has
received very good response so far. Most real estate investors we
spoke to have shown strong interest in recreation-centric venues
with a thematic focus on esports and esports-related entertainment
concepts that serve as a key attraction to millennials and families.
These venues will be uniquely designed to house the full spectrum
of esports “work-live-play-learn” eco-systems under one roof. Each
venue will offer a Multi-Purpose Esports Arena; Esports Business
Hotel with esports-theme and gaming facilities; Esports-thematic
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Retail and F&B, Esports Training Academy, Flexible Co-Working Spaces
for Publishers, Developers, Brands, Platforms and Athletes in the
Esports and related industries.
With the strong growth of Esports in the region, venues with good
quality Esports content have stronger pulling power, market branding
and positioning that can potentially contribute to higher yields for
investors.”

APRIL 2021

understand esports and gaming in a safe and conducive environment.
We will have training facilities for those who want to develop
their skills and perhaps prepare themselves for the many new job
opportunities available now in Esports. We are excited about this
vision not only for Singapore but the region.”
EEA has also appointed UnUsUaL Productions to provide event
organisation and technical services for the Asia Esports Festival.

Johnny Ong added the Esports Entertainment Venue Fund will
invest and develop Esports integrated developments across key Asia
gate-way cities of Singapore, Bangkok, Taipei, Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta,
Manila, Ho Chi Minh City, Phnom Penh, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Beijing
and India. The first Esports venue is planned to be built in Singapore,
which is expected to become South East Asia’s Regional Esports Hub.
The Singapore Esports venue will feature a 6,000 seat multi-purpose
Esports arena, a 400-room Esports Business hotel, with office, retail,
restaurants and open community space for everyone.

Regarding the agreement with UnUsUaL Productions, Roland added,
“The plan is to make AEF a regional event touring the different
countries in Asia. We want to ensure that the experience for both
the players and the audience is excellent. We need a trusted partner
with deep knowledge and technical expertise to deliver a high-quality
event and memorable experience for everyone. In this aspect, we
are appointing UnUsUaL Productions, who have years of experience
executing some of the largest concerts and events in Singapore and
the region.

Johnny further explained, “We plan to make this a choice destination
for millennials and families – a place where people come to work,
live, play, learn and have fun. Esports competitions, product launches
and major events in the esports industry will be held here in the
Multi-Purpose Esports Arena, with other entertainment events for
millennials. We will have a lot of community space for families and a
common collaborative space for the esports fraternity to congregate
or just to hang out socially. Many esports start-ups, game developers
and retail merchandise are looking for a venue in Singapore where
they can share and thrive as a cluster. Being close to their millennial
customers will enable them to understand their target audience
better.

Leslie Ong, Group CEO, UnUsUaL, commented on the cooperation
with EEA, “We believe that UnUsUaL’s strong technical capabilities
in delivering world-class entertainment and large-scale concerts
both in Singapore and overseas will also help EEA in delivering the
most memorable, multi-sensory and entertaining experience to the
audience at the Asia Esports Festival in Singapore and across key
gateway cities of Asia. We will work with our regional offices and
partners to ensure that the AEF at every stop is executed well for all
to enjoy.”

Brands and merchandise producers can also reach out in a creative
way to the millennial customers at this venue. We want amateur
players, hobbyists and families to come to the venue to learn and
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UnUsUaL Productions, as the technical expert and strategic
partner to EEA, is expected to play a key role in the AV design and
recommendation of equipment in the integrated Esports venue in
each of the cities.
unusual
esportsasia
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ETC Source Four LED Series 3

Martin MAC Ultra Family: Technical
Product Overview

Over a decade of research is realized in ETC’s third generation of the
Source Four LED. With two arrays to choose from, you can guarantee
better colors from high-quality light with maximum brightness. The
Lustr X8 array uses deep red LEDs to create a warmth similar to
tungsten. The Daylight HDR array gives you a wide range of tunable
white lights from warm to cool. You’ll be amazed at how both arrays
enhance fabrics, scenery, and most importantly, skin tones.

As the largest Martin engineering initiative in a decade, MAC Ultra
truly raises the bar for extremely bright and compact lights. The
series features our two strongest workhorses to date—the MAC
Ultra Performance and MAC Ultra Wash—which are built to deliver
dazzling displays for any event.

PROLIGHTS EclDisplay Spotlight

CHAUVET DJ EVE P-160 RGBW

EclDisplay is a range of revolutionary and flexible LED fixtures
designed for galleries, retail and any public venue where an
advanced but classical looking fixture is needed, with several control
options, sources and optic versions available to precisely meet any
application.

Discover EVE P-160 RGBW from CHAUVET DJ. When warm, bright,
even wash light is needed for mobile and installation applications,
EVE P-160 RGBW delivers. This robust light boasts 160 total watts of
red, green, blue and white LEDs for full colour output as well as preset
white colour temperatures that are built right in. EVE P-160 RGBW
includes interchangeable magnetic lenses to alter the beam to desired
angles and a built-in gel frame holder and 6¼-inch accessory slot to
hold barn doors. Streaming and video applications? EVE P-160 RGBW
is the perfect solution.
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The Creative Freedom
As the weeks and months go by
and we are still not clear when all
of us will go back to a normal work
schedule, I am fighting to write
about deep topics and complex
technical issues. How do you stay
motivated when there is no clear
timeline of when you might ever be
able to use all the stuff? Sadly, the
pandemic has hit the global society
where we are all working within wherever people come together
to enjoy themselves and enjoy culture. I wish that you are all healthy
and safe and that our beloved industry will not lose 50 % or more of
its human capital because society does not provide a network where
we can exercise our profession in any form during a pandemic like this
one.
In this regard, I want to share some more of my experience here, and
I hope this is entertaining for the senior people and encouraging to
our younger colleagues. When I started in this industry, my dominant
question was: How do you know what to use and apply to your
mixing? Since, at the time, 99% of gear was analogue, there was also
always a budgetary question as to how much gear you can afford to
bring for any gig. Most people ended up with some standard rack,
which included those essential things, and each one of the senior
colleagues will have had their version of this. I had at least one fourchannel NOISE Gate and a bunch of Stereo Compressors and then
ideally at least two Echo/ Reverb units, so I could keep stuff separate
and keep the mix interesting. Then, of course, parametric EQ’s for the
PA if I could afford and the good old graphic EQ if the small budget did
not allow for more sophisticated gear.

When what you have for processing is limited because you have
limited rack space, limited truck space and the console you are
bringing has limited options; then you need to think real hard
about what you might be doing and how and that way, you are
well prepared for when the gig happens. Having a limited budget
forces your creativity to go into high gear, so you get the most out of
what you have and keep the customer and also yourself happy and
satisfied. Getting the mix to a level where I was pleased with the way
everything played together, then I could start playing and fine-tuning.
The BYPASS button is then always the best tool to verify that what you
are doing also has the desired impact on your mix result.
But how do you do this, and how do you get there? I have found that
when the band, their friends and family in the audience are happy
with your mix, this is a good start. Having a recording of something
will also help you understand what the band and their sound are
desired to be like. And then, of course, the size of the gigs will
significantly impact the choices of your effects if you want things to
sound natural. The bottom line for me, I felt best when no one has
a desire to talk to me about the mix and to explain how and why it
should sound different and what I am doing is wrong. That means the
best gig was the one where no one noticed me mixing, but they all
just enjoyed themselves and the gig. As trivial as this might sound,
this is not the way many of my dear colleagues operate.
This leads me to what I believe is the freedom of creativity and where
learning everything that I did learn made perfect sense. You will
develop a picture in your mind of how things “should” sound. This
can be from what you know about the style of content, from what
somebody shares with you, from a recording, from having listened to
this exact music before, or from a similar live gig or recording. Getting
the actual mix to get as close to this picture in your mind as possible
is where I think the creativity lies. To do this, you should have as
many tools available to yourself
as your brain can manage.
Staying critical and true to what
this picture in your mind is, is
mission-critical. Once it sounds
good and you are happy, don’t
touch it, don’t overdo it, you
don’t get paid for just moving
faders. Just enjoy yourself and
the music. Isn’t this all why we
got involved in this beautiful
industry in the first place?

Join the conversation and share your thoughts with Alex. Alex can
be reached at alex@asaudio.de
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Prolights EclDisplay – Where LED Lighting Meets Art
fittings with any track mounted, rack or
boxed drivers, accepting any wired or
wireless control (DALI, Casambi, 0-10,
on-off). The EclDisplay is engineered with
a 25W, high CRI LED engine. There are five
different source options available: fixed
white sources in 2,700K, 3,000K, 4,000K,
5,600K, as well as a 40W RGB+WW
source, capable of delivering a wide
tuneable white range, as well as beautiful
pastels and saturated colours.

Prolights has just released its latest EclDisplay series, an LED spotlight
that sets new standards in lighting technology for galleries, retail,
hotels, exhibitions and any high-profile installations.
The fixtures in the EclDisplay range come in a stylish housing, with
multiple control options, sources, colours, lenses and accessories,
with over 7,000 possible fixture configurations, using the same
core technology while meeting different aesthetic or technical
requirements.
The EclDisplay units are available in three control configurations:
DAT, UN and CC. The DAT version comes with a built-in PSU, with
manual knob-dimming, RDM, DMX and DALI control on-board. The
UN version includes all the above and adds phase-cut dimming for
retrofitting in existing systems. The CC (Constant Current) version
works with external drivers, allowing installers to complete the light

Prolights has developed optics that unlock
the fixtures' full potential, increasing their
efficiency and light output. There are
three lenses available: a zoomable 20º
- 40º profile lens with 4 lockable blades,
allowing to precisely frame any projection area with crisp or soft-edge
accents, or to project images and textures through the indexable
gobo holder.
In addition, the zoom wash optics is available in 15º - 30º and 25º
- 50º variants, making able to spread the light and obtain a wallwashing effect.
The EclDisplay fixtures can be track-mounted, hanged or ceiling
recessed through the optional ceiling kit. There is also a wide range
of accessories available for the finer details, including a honeycomb
louvre, snoot, 4-leaf barndoors, filter-frames and indexable goboholders. Black or white housing, or custom RAL on demand
All fixtures, optics and accessories are stocked in black or white
variants, and any custom RAL colour can be produced on request.
prolights
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Elation Expands KL “Key Light” Series with Full-colour KL Fresnel 8 FC
Colour rendering is of the highest quality
with high CRI (92), TM30 (88) and TLCI (95)
values, meaning that colour re-creation is
extremely accurate both to the eye and
to the camera. As a flexible complement
to any professional lighting system with
customizable effects to accommodate
aesthetic design requirements, the KL
Fresnel 8 FC has also been designed with
respect for the whisper-quiet requirements
of the professional stage and studio.
Optimized for the specific requirements
of broadcast, the KL Fresnel 8 FC can
adjust for light that shifts away from pure
white towards green or magenta through
a green-magenta shift adjustment and a
virtual gel library. Capable of matching the
white balance for camera, users can easily
shift the color temperature without the
use of plus/minus green gels and filters.
Additionally, the LED refresh rate can adjust
up to 25 kHz so there is no flickering when
used with high-speed cameras.
KL Fresnel 8 FC
Elation Professional is pleased to be expanding its KL “Key Light”
Series of LED Fresnel luminaires with the full-colour-spectrum KL
Fresnel 8 FC. With creativity at its heart and quality as its fabric,
the new KL Fresnel 8 FC meets the strict standards of performance
venues that are light critical and noise sensitive.
Designed for TV and film, theater, tradeshows or any general AV
application requiring high output soft light with precise colour
reproduction and adjustable colour temperature, the KL Fresnel 8 FC
excels at producing the soft field light that designers desire in order
to masterfully highlight performers or scenery on stage. Offering a
wide array of rich saturated colours, subtle pastels and dynamic white
light, it is an ideal key and fill light source for situations requiring
outstanding performance and colour quality.
The KL Fresnel 8 FC produces the finest quality of light with dynamic
color temperature adjustment and full colour control. It houses a
highly efficient 500W RGBMA LED engine calibrated at 6500 Kelvin
and emits a beautifully diffused wash of light. It produces over 18,000
field lumens with a motorized zoom range of 10° to 50° for easy
adjustment of beam size. For illumination that is more precise with
less light spill, adjustable and removable 8-leaf barn doors allow for
customized shaping of the beam.

DMX controllable with full RDM support,
it offers intuitive manual control for
standalone operation when desired for
instant control of zoom, intensity, colour
temperature, green shift and other important settings. The display
and dedicated Dimming and Control encoders are conveniently
positioned at the bottom side of the fixture to ensure unobstructed
access.
The KL Fresnel 8 FC is portable yet rugged enough to withstand rough
handling on today’s fast-paced sets. It can be mounted on a stand
or suspended using any standard clamp or the included Junior pin
adapter. It is fully self-contained without the need for an external
power supply and offers locking power pass through for easy linking
of multiple units.
Exceptional colour rendering quality, precise CCT presets and
remotely adjustable LED refresh frequency make the KL Fresnel 8 FC
an excellent choice for today’s fast-paced production environments.
The KL Series also encompasses warm-white and cold-white models,
as well as a full-colour-spectrum LED soft Panel light.
elationlighting/kl-fresnel-8-fc
elationlighting/kl-series
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Renkus-Heinz Expands C Series Line with Compact CA/CX121M Stage
Monitor
The CA/CX121M utilizes a 12” (300mm) highefficiency coaxial transducer mounted in a
compact and sturdy, black or white durable
plywood cabinet.
Ergonomic and discreet recessed handles
– along with the optional pole adapter
– make portable use easy and practical.
Further, the unit’s robust perforated steel
grill is designed to withstand the rigors of
the road and provide driver protection.

Renkus-Heinz is proud to announce the latest product
in its C Series line: the CA/CX121M – an extremely compact, high
performing, and cost-effective stage monitor suitable for a multitude
of applications.
“The CA/CX121M is the culmination of extensive customer and
market feedback,” said Brandon Heinz, Product Manager at RenkusHeinz. “The addition of the CX/CA121M supports the totality of
the C series as an innovative stage monitor, delivering exceptional
performance and consistent coverage at a very attractive price point.”
Available in both passive (CX121M) and powered (CA121M) models,
the single 12” stage monitor/multipurpose loudspeaker combines
Renkus-Heinz’s unrivaled standards of quality and innovation with
next-generation coaxial driver technology. With identical horizontal
and vertical off axis performance, the artist is allowed greater
freedom of movement without changes in frequency response – a
capability made possible with acoustically time aligned point source,
phase coherent devices. The result is maximum intelligibility and
transparency in a highly capable and compact package.
Designed not only as a stage monitor, the CA/CX121M is also an
excellent choice for portable and installed PA functions. It can be
used as a pole-mounted side fill – using the optional pole adapter
– or sound reinforcement system without the need to rotate or
reconfigure the drive unit. Also, the UBRKT/CT121M mounting yoke is
available to facilitate permanent installation configurations.
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The optional SA625 power amplifier
precisely matches the power needs of the
CA121M, providing optimized processing for
performance and protection. The integral amp
eliminates the need for additional rack space
and speaker cable runs. Controlled via RHAON II, the
SA625’s built-in DSP has eight fully parametric EQ filters,
high and low shelf and high and low pass filters, and up to
358 ms. of delay. All options are easily accessed via a Windows
computer running RHAON II. In addition, a single CA121M can power
one additional CX121M with Bi-Amplified, processed output via an
NL4 output.
The CA121M-RD adds Dante digital signal distribution capability,
including AES67 compatibility and network redundancy.
renkus-heinz/c-series
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ETC Debuts Two New Theatrical Fixtures

ETC launched two new theatrical fixtures as part of a two-day-long
international online event. The Source Four LED Series 3 and Desire
Fresnel are the perfect pairing for any theatre looking to successfully
launch themselves into the modern day with incredible brightness,
impressive colour mixing, and wireless DMX/RDM features.
Source Four LED Series 3 is the third generation of the colour mixing
LED fixture. When incandescent Source Four fixtures hit the market
in 1992, they quickly became an industry favourite. As technology
advanced, so did the fixtures. Now boasting an eight-colour mixing
system that includes deep red LEDs, you’ll be amazed at the nuanced
colours you can create with this fixture. “With Series 3, you finally
get your swatch book back,” says Broadway lighting designer Justin
Townsend.
Uncover a depth and richness to fabrics, scenery, and most
importantly, skin tones with the Lustr X8 array. If you’re looking for a
tunable white-light, you also have the option with the Daylight HDR
array.

ETC also adds a redesigned classic to their portfolio with Desire
Fresnel. This Fresnel takes the best of the incandescent theatrical
favourite and pairs it with the latest technology has to offer. A full
eight-colour array, wireless DMX/RDM, an intuitive user interface, and
NFC configuration from your mobile device using ETC’s Set Light app
are only a few of the features that come standard with Desire Fresnel.
Everything you love from incandescent Fresnels – smooth, beautiful
light, impressive barn dooring, and adjustable zoom – has been
incorporated into Desire Fresnel. ETC has reworked how the lamp and
lens work together so you get more light through the entire
zoom range.
Source Four LED Series 3 and Desire Fresnel are the perfect pairing for
any theatre. Smooth wash, ultimate brightness, and impressive colour
mixing for every stage. ETC is once again setting standards that are
anything but standard.
etcconnect

Add the newly designed XDLT lens tubes for ultimate brightness
from every location in your theatre. Hang these in a box boom, on a
catwalk, or from the farthest back of house position, and know that
with up to 13,000 lumens, their brightness will out-perform your
expectations
time and time again. Designers will also appreciate the reduced light
leak and near-zero chromatic aberration.
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Martin by HARMAN Launches Largest Lighting Initiative in a Decade
with Martin MAC Ultra Series
The extensive MAC Ultra feature package includes a wide zoomrange, precision focus-control, uniform colour mixing, variable CTO,
additional colour and spectral correction filters, motorized frost for
a softer field, high resolution dimming and strobing – all built into
a sturdy and legendary MAC design. And, the brand new Martin
Extended Framing System debuts for the first time in the MAC Ultra
Performance, offering more flexibility, easier programming, quicker
response time and precision shutter angling that surges the fixture
into a new class of creative potential.

MAC Ultra Performance
HARMAN Professional Solutions substantially raised the bar for
extremely bright and compact lights with the debut of Martin by
HARMAN’s revolutionary Martin MAC Ultra Performance and MAC
Ultra Wash workhorse stage lights. Featuring benchmark lumen
output across the zoom range, a uniquely advanced framing system,
higher definition optics and astoundingly low noise levels, the MAC
Ultra family is perfect for concert and touring productions and equally
applicable for noise-sensitive broadcast and theater applications.

“We are so proud to be able to introduce MAC Ultra to our incredibly
loyal client base of designers and customers,” said Peter Skytte,
HARMAN Professional Solutions Director of Lighting Product
Management. “These fixtures were specifically designed to be the
lights that they can achieve more with than ever before. From lumen
output we never thought possible to you-have-to-see-it-for-yourself
visual quality to hands-down, rock-solid reliability, there is not one
facet of this product that we didn’t over scrutinize and challenge our
engineering team to get just right. The result is a feat of innovation
like nothing else we’ve ever attempted. I encourage everyone to
experience these lights for themselves and imagine the possibilities
created by this new standard for stage lighting.”
martin/mac-ultra

Powered by Martin’s brightest engine ever, the MAC Ultra Series
features an all new 1150 W, 6000 K proprietary LED light engine.
This gives MAC Ultra Wash the power to project a jaw-dropping
63,500 lumens and MAC Ultra Performance an astounding 46,500
lumens of output. And while cutting-edge output was a key design
pillar, achieving visual quality that is more pleasing to the human
eye was an equally important design consideration. With higher red
content and better daylight balance, MAC Ultra produces dramatically
rich, vivid colours and more natural skin-tones, redefining seeing is
believing.
Creating peace of mind in fixture reliability was also a cornerstone of
the MAC Ultra design. Without exception, every component can be
relied upon to achieve consistent results from the first hour of use
throughout the product’s lifetime - show after show, year after year.
In fact, the minimum LED engine life is rated to exceed 50,000 hours
and deliver over 90 percent of its initial output after 20,000 hours of
usage at maximum power.
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Robe Launches New LEDBeam 350 Moving Light

To those familiar with the massively successful little LEDBeam 150,
the 350 is a bigger, brighter – 6,600 lumen – variant, delivering even
more punch and presence for those wanting crystal clear beams and
beautifully rich colour washes.

Quietness is crucial in certain scenarios, and the LEDBeam 350’s
advanced cooling system and new super smooth zoom stepper
motors make it exceptionally quiet and ideal for television, theatre,
performance and event applications where no noise is critical.

Robe has retained and built on all the features that made the
LEDBeam 150 a winner, including a spectacular zoom range – 3.8 to
60 degrees – and innovative lens coating technology which keeps the
lenses clearer and scratch-free. Anti-static properties further reduce
dust collecting on the lens, and the latest coating treatment brings
countless additional benefits like lengthening the intervals needed
between cleaning and enhancing the light output.

Also, with theatre and performance in mind, outstanding tungsten
lamp emulation is possible via the ‘halogen lamp mode’ which
perfectly mimics red fade and the thermal delay of lamps in several
ranges from 750W to 2500W. Further finessing is possible utilising the
variable CTO (virtual colour wheel channel) for perfect whites from
2,700K to 8,000K.

More advanced technology includes CPulse, Robe’s acclaimed Pulse
Width Modulation control system that removes any on-screen camera
flicker, making the LEDBeam 350 a brilliant match for the most
advanced HD and UHD camera systems.
All the most popular features of the smaller LEDBeam – including fast
movement, colour mixing, zoom and control can be maintained via a
‘compatibility’ mode, allowing for the seamless combination of both
150 and 350 models together on the same rig for perfect continuity.
The 12 x 40W RGBW high powered LED multi-chips provide plenty
of high-quality output and superior CMY colour mixing control.
DataSwatch contains 66 pre-mixed colours and tones including whites
for fast reliable colour selection, and Robe’s L3 Low Light Linearity
system delivers imperceptible fades to absolute blackouts.

An optional Epass Ethernet switch will automatically maintain
network connectivity in case the fixture experiences power loss.
With versatility in mind, Robe has designed the LEDBeam 350 FW
version to offer a Fresnel-Wash type of beam for smoother edges and
optimal colour homogenization.
Weighing under 10kg, the unit is hugely powerful for its light weight,
while the compact size makes it highly usable even in the most
confined studios or spaces. Overall, it is a very sound and reliable
investment with all the Robe guarantees for multiple applications
from special events and live shows to installations. LEDBeam
350 will additionally work seamlessly in combination with other
industry-standard Robe luminaires like the LEDBeam 150, ESPRITE,
MegaPointe, Spiider and many others
robe/ledbeam-350
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L-Acoustics K Series Powers A-Mei New Year’s Eve 2021 Utopia East
Concert
Winly Sound delivered pristine and punchy audio to over seventy-thousand concert goers

A-Mei’s four-hour Utopia East concert in Taitung celebrated the turn of the year with over seventy-thousand fans in attendance
Taiwanese superstar A-Mei celebrated the arrival of 2021 with a
free concert for over seventy thousand fans in her hometown of
Taitung. The ‘Queen of Mandopop’ treated concert goers to four
hours of music spanning her entire 24-year career, with Taiwan’s top
professional audio company, Winly Sound, helming the technical
delivery of the massive show.
Winly Sound shares a long history with A-Mei, providing sound for
her performances since her first concert in 1998. The company first
acquired an L-Acoustics V-DOSC system in 2005 and has since placed
L-Acoustics as their top choice for concerts, due to its proactive
approach to sound design, superior loudspeaker enclosures and
innovation in manufacturing. Preparing for the highly anticipated New
Year’s Eve shows for one of Taiwan’s most celebrated artistes did not
come without its challenges.
“The concert venue is in a park just next to the Pacific Ocean,
with strong winds that affect the sound performance,” explains
Winly Sound’s system engineer Mike Li. Li worked with L-Acoustics
application engineers Chung Wah Khiew and Alvin Koh to design the
most accurate angles of coverage for each speaker placement using
Soundvision 3D modelling software. The main rig consisted of 12 K1
L-Acoustics per side, accompanied by stacks of 18 KS28 subs, with
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additional reinforcement from eight K1-SB flown behind the arrays.
Front fill was provided by eight dV-DOSC, and delays consisted of 16
K2 per side.
Li was full of praise, post-concert. “The most amazing thing about
the L-Acoustics system is that it is suited for any type of music A-Mei
and her band perform. A-Mei’s style can vary from acoustic ballads to
rock, and even metal. L-Acoustics is suited to any type of music and

A-Mei’s performance backed by L-Acoustics K1 line arrays hidden
within the stage design
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FOH engineer Tai Shen Chen prepared to deliver high quality L-Acoustics sound to the massive audience of the free concert
reproduces with amazing clarity anything that A-Mei can throw at it.
Furthermore, the K1 series amazed everyone at the concert, and the
end results were just what Winly had wanted.”
Front of house sound engineer Tai Shan Chen echoes this desired
technical outcome. “I often mix on K1 or K2 systems, and I appreciate

the system’s power over distance and the flexible coverage
angles. This concert was offered for free to all A-Mei fans, and the
turnout was even beyond what we expected. We had to adapt to
accommodate the massive audience. L-Acoustics K1 and K2 systems
offered us the power and coverage we needed, and I was truly
impressed by its capabilities, even in this challenging scenario.”
The veteran engineer
expressed his pride with
the success of the fourhour concert, the biggest in
Taitung’s history, attended
even by the county’s Mayor.
“I could feel how excited
every single person in the
audience felt and how much
they enjoyed the music that
night. Despite going through
such a difficult year in 2020,
there was a sea of smiling
eyes above the masks. I was
touched by the emotion of
the evening. I am proud of
Taiwan.”
winly
l-acoustics

L-Acoustics K2 line arrays rigged up as delays
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252 Christie Projectors Envelop Al Wasl Dome in Light
Al Wasl dome set to immerse guests in a one-of-a-kind experience at Expo 2020 Dubai

With millions of visitors expected, Expo 2020 Dubai will open its doors
and begin welcoming the world from 1 October 2021. Featuring more
than 200 participants, the World Expo – the largest event ever held in
the Arab World – will be a once-in-a-lifetime experience, with up to
60 live shows daily during its six-month run. Standing at 67.5 meters
(221 feet) tall and 130 meters (427 feet) in diameter, Al Wasl dome
– a stunning feat of art and engineering that features a 550-tonne
steel crown – sits atop Al Wasl Plaza, the beating heart of the Expo
2020 site. Hosting major ceremonies and celebrations, Al Wasl, which
means “the connection” in Arabic, is emblematic of the theme of
Expo 2020 Dubai: ‘Connecting Minds, Creating the Future’.
Creating an Immersive Experience
Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture (AS+GG), the firm responsible
for the design of Al Wasl Plaza, approached the design with the goal
of creating a powerful, immersive platform that could be used for
events of all sizes. Taking into consideration the hot Dubai climate,
the grand trellis design diffuses the sunlight during the day, while
supporting a lush garden within the dome. AS+GG identified an
opportunity to repurpose the shade structure at dusk, transforming it
into an immersive experience.
Delivering this experience is no small feat, and Pro-AV is at the
forefront. “The AV was always a key part of the dome, it was always
going to be an immersive experience,” says Andy Reardon, Managing
ENTERTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY ASIA | www.e-techasia.com

Director, Creative Technology Middle East (CTME), the AV integrator
for Al Wasl dome.
Al Wasl dome features a trellis design, with pieces of a specially made
projection screen material stretched tightly between each section.
This creates a 360-degree, 25,380-square-meter (273,188-squarefoot) projection surface. Visible from both inside and outside, the
dome’s projection surface is one of the largest 360-degree projection
surfaces in the world. Given the dome’s vast surface area, selecting
the right projectors was essential.
Simon Pritchard, Director – Projects, Jacobs Mace, Official Programme
Delivery Management Provider of Expo 2020, noted the original
design called for a laser phosphor-based projection system, but was
changed based on emerging Christie technology.
“We were made aware of the development and pending release
to market of the D4K40-RGB projectors from Christie. The
brightness that these units deliver, together with the color gamut
associated with the RGB pure laser solution, was very appealing
to the team. Expo had engaged with Christie to discuss partnering
opportunities across the program. The commitment to both Expo
2020 and indeed Al Wasl was very apparent from the initial meetings
that were held with Christie. This, coupled with the technical support
that we received from Christie, was the deciding factor in choosing
Christie as our delivery partner,” says Pritchard.
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Andrew Nu, Business Development, CTME, notes: “At that time, it
wasn’t common to get a 40,000-lumen projector with 4K resolution
in laser. We’re very lucky that the laser technology lined up with this
project. With lamp-based projectors, because of servicing the lamps,
it would have been an impossible project.”
The Christie D4K40-RGB pure laser projector features an all-in-one
design, with no external chillers or laser racks, and it is smaller and
lighter at 129 kilograms (285 pounds), than other projectors in the
same class. Its design suited the limited space available to house
the projectors, and with 40,000 ANSI lumens per projector, met
Expo 2020’s requirements for producing a bright image suitable for
broadcast.
A total of 252 Christie D4K40-RGB projectors were installed in 42
projector pods located around the inside perimeter of the dome. The
pods, which are large enough to hold a compact car, have glass fronts,
are air-conditioned and rear accessible, and protect the projectors
from the weather elements in Dubai, such as heat and dust. Each pod
can hold six projectors in two stacks of three.
On developing the pods, Pritchard says: “The primary challenge we
identified from the outset as a team was with the engineering of the
projector pods and maintaining the environment for the projectors to
operate in. In addition to the mechanical and electrical systems within
the pods, the projectors have to be accessible at all times, which
entailed developing a complex automated racking system so that
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the projectors can be removed and installed in the pods as required.
The technical challenges were compounded by the fact that the
projector pods are attached to the trellis structure 23 meters above
the ground!”
Controlling the projectors is Christie Conductor, an advanced
monitoring and control software solution for Christie 3DLP®
projectors. It can automatically power-up or -down projectors, as
well as access interrogator logs, update firmware and perform health
checks. Nu notes: “We use Conductor to remotely manage the
projectors’ operation and interrogate their status. Conductor makes
getting status reports easier.”
And to create a fully immersive experience in the dome, audio is
integrated above the projection pods. Reardon says: “You can stand
anywhere in the dome, and you literally won’t know what direction to
look in. There will be something happening everywhere.”
Looking Ahead to Expo 2020 Dubai
Al Wasl Plaza, the beating heart of the Expo 2020 site, will host
a slate of immersive content and experiences across the event’s
six-month run. Tareq Ghosheh, Chief Events and Entertainment
Officer, Expo 2020 Dubai, says: “Our programme has taken into
account our Thematic Weeks, which address some of the world’s
most pressing issues, alongside various special events, such as New
Year’s Eve and Christmas celebrations. Al Wasl will also host national
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day celebrations, serving as a global platform to showcase our
International Participants’ unique content to millions of visitors.”
The dome will “wake-up” twice daily, once in the morning and again
after Maghrib, the sunset prayer. With content tailored to the time of
day, projections will begin in the evening.
Ghosheh explains: “The sensory experience in Al Wasl Plaza is
made of five creative opportunities that can be used individually or
collectively. In the morning awakening, we will utilize most of these
in different formats, with one of them – the immersive experience –
limited to immersive soundscapes that will add to the wonderment of
Al Wasl.
“After Maghrib, as it gets darker, the evening awakening will make the
most of all these opportunities, with projection technology used as a
primary tool in their creation. Every night, there will be at least one
performance that will bring all five creative opportunities together to
create an extraordinary and magical experience.”
The AV integration is almost complete, with the CTME team
commissioning projectors and providing on-site training. Reardon says
of the dome: “It’s been a really impressive project to work on – the
Creative Technology team has put in an amazing effort to deliver this
project.”
“Christie is pleased to have partnered with Expo 2020 and the
designers on this one-of-a-kind project that will be seen and enjoyed
by so many people at Expo 2020, and for years to follow,” says Bryan

Boehme, Executive Director of Americas Enterprise Sales & Global
Business Development, Christie. “We love making the impossible
possible.”
Joe Graziano, Director of Sales, Entertainment, EMEA, Christie,
notes: “At Christie, it’s been a pleasure helping to bring the Al Wasl
dome to life. The dome is a feat of architecture, engineering and AV
integration, and we’re ready to celebrate this achievement with the
rest of the world in 2021.”
“The support from Christie, from the first project kick off meeting in
Chicago on the 18 January 2019 through to the successful delivery
and inauguration in January 2020, has been exceptional. A large
part of the success of the project is without doubt down to the
support and commitment from Christie,” says Pritchard, noting
that the reaction to the dome has been incredible. “The scale of
the installation cannot be appreciated through the renders and
animations. It is fair to say that the immersive experience has
exceeded expectations with regards to the clarity and brightness
of the installation, together with the rich color gamut that the RGB
projectors deliver.”
“Al Wasl is the personification of Dubai as a global city. This is exactly
the sort of emotional journey that we’d like people to engage
with as soon as they enter the dome. It’s welcoming, inviting and
extraordinary – it’s a home away from home,” says Ghosheh. “Al Wasl
started as a projection, before being turned into a magical, immersive
and sensory space. We use projection as a tool, rather than an end
itself.”
christiedigital
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CHINA

RoboSpots in New League for LOL Worlds 2020 Final
37 units of Robe BMFLs were operated by a crew of 14 to create the right lighting effect

League of Legends’ World Championship 2020 Finals was staged at
the new Pudong Football Stadium in Shanghai, China, a high-profile,
hi-energy event notable for many things, which – in addition to being
an eSports calendar highlight – included a spectacular production
lighting design by Mat Stovall of LampedUp and his team who helped
produce dazzling opening and closing ceremonies plus seat-edge
atmospheric engineering, boosting the buzz, thrills and spills of the
gaming action.
Thirty-seven Robe RoboSpot systems were part of a large lighting rig
for the event, specified by Mat and associate LD Trevor Stirlin Burk
of Visual Noise Creative, and supplied by Christie Lites out of their
UK and US bases … to the event’s main technical contractor, Creative
Technology (CT) Shanghai.
Robert Roth coordinated for Christie Lites, working closely with the CT
Shanghai team headed by Aaron Ross Durdin, Sam Tibble and Daniel
Sun.
Mat wanted RoboSpots on the event for several reasons. He needed
“a quality white light source” to key talent for the opening and closing
shows and during the gaming action, with capacity to cover specific
choreographed aspects, plus coach and team ‘moments’ throughout
the tournament.

With a massive performance area to cover in the center of the
stadium, Mat was not sure that it would be possible to physically get
operators into all the required locations, so RoboSpot was his go-to
solution.
The 37 x Robe BMFL moving light units were positioned everywhere
– on the downstage trusses, above and below the two giant LED
screens onstage that flanked a huge central scenic Paifang arch,
and on top of this elegant 33-meter-high centerpiece of Joe Kale’s
impressive scenic design which was based on the overall show
creatively developed by Riot Games’ producers with Possible (Michael
Figge).
The breakdown of the RoboSpot systems was 16 x Robe BMFL
FollowSpot and 21 x BMFL FollowSpot LT (long throw) luminaires, all
with integral cameras, together with 37 active base stations, each
linked to the individual lights.
They were operated by 14 people, sometimes jumping between
different systems depending on which section of the show was
playing out at the time. Most operators had not used a RoboSpot
before, but they all picked it up quickly and efficiently.
The most experienced operators stayed on all the ‘hero’ action
downstage, while others were covering the back lights and some of
the more creative angles.
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The massive task of coordinating this with a mostly non-English
speaking crew was relished by Zach Matusow from the international
team, who is highly experienced in the field. He also called all the
spot cues working closely with CT Shanghai’s crew who helped with
the translating and ran some of the RoboSpot units.
The operators were corralled in a conference room underneath one of
the main grandstands, with no windows or line-of-sight to the stage.
They did however have multiple monitors showing broadcast camera
feeds giving them eyes on the action independently to what was
showing on their own separate RoboSpot BaseStation screens.
By far the most challenging element of installing a RoboSpot system
of this magnitude was engineering the control, a task tackled by
network architect Tom Buddingh, also part of Mat’s core international
crew who were coordinated by production LX Jason Mack.
He utilized a design he had previously successfully used on smaller
RoboSpot systems which involved managed gigabit switches, fiberoptic cables, and Luminex DMX nodes.
Being out of the country during a pandemic and not in a position to
build a mockup system in advance to verify that the plan would work
was galvanizing, even though he was confident that with the caliber
of the team working on this, everything would be sortable!
The RoboSpot control network consisted of 17 x Gigabit fiber optic
switches and 15 Luminex DMX8 Mk2 nodes, which were essential
to act as bridges and transport the RDM communication needed to
link the RoboSpot controller and the moving head with the attached
camera.
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Tom configured the follow spot network to have 40 x VLAN’s (Virtual
Area Networks) essentially running 40 different networks over a single
piece of fiber or copper wire which allowed each camera to have its
own “network” link back to the controller, with the operator only able
to see a single camera on each controller. This eradicated the chance
of a RoboSpot controller viewing a camera that it was not controlling!
In the control room with all the RoboSpot BaseStations were six
managed switches, 4 x 24 port non-managed gigabit switches, and
six Luminex Nodes which enabled each controller to have a discrete
feed from the appropriate camera, RDM communication to the
appropriate head, and receive signal from the lighting console, for
tweaking color, intensity, and other parameters.
Tom also designed the main MA-net / sACN “show lighting” network
to control the approximately 3500 fixtures on the main production
lighting rig, kept as a completely separate network to reduce traffic on
the “RoboSpot” network.
To easily accomplish this, he took a hard DMX feed from a node
attached to the “Lighting Network” into a node connected to the
“Spot” network, reducing the hundreds of sACN universes to just five.
With the RoboSpot heads so spread out across the rig and the
100-meter limitation of copper ethernet cables, Tom needed a way to
distribute the control throughout the venue.
“I implemented a hybrid trunk / spider network topology with a
couple of main hubs splitting off to distribution points on trusses
which accommodated between 2 and 8 RoboSpot follow spot heads.
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These four “hubs” and eight “Spider” distribution points were all
connected with Neutrik OpticalCon Quad Fiber cable.”
After the initial calibration, with a little tweaking of the managed
switch settings and a small change to the cable connections, he had
all the images stable on all RoboSpot controllers throughout the show
period!
The network elements were also supplied by Christie Lites.
Riot Games’ technical production company ConCom has been Mat
Stoval’s client for nearly 10 years, and he was production lighting
designer for their XR playoffs show as well as the finals. Given the
scope of this project and the demands on his time, he asked Trevor to
collaborate and help keep an eye on the Finals from the US while Mat
was on site in Shanghai.
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composite Tiffany and Mike’s show files on top of each other so they
could see a single image in pre-vis from anywhere in the world.
The gaffers on site were Geoff Knight and Scotty Beck, and Shaheem
Lichtmore was in Shanghai programming lighting for the backstage
activations, gamer key lighting, and key light for the local host desk.
He also programmed the playoffs show.
Joining Jason Mack on Mat’s “amazing” core crew were Adam
Eldridge, Ron Konsur and Brian Davies who with their hard work and
superlative skillsets coordinated the entire installation on-site liaising
between the LOL production and CT Shanghai.
Randy Quick was the coordinating Technical Director for ConCom and
Marc Hilko the head of global eSports production for Riot Games.
The show directors were Sam Wrench for the Opening / Closing
Ceremonies and Riah Chiu for the tournament.

Mat and Trevor have worked together on multiple lighting and
design projects over the years embracing concert tours, theme park
installations, art creations, corporates, and special events.

The tournament winners were South Korea's DAMWON Gaming who
defeated China's Suning 3 - 1 to claim the 2020 League of Legends
World Championship!

Trevor worked from his home office in LA, with lighting director /
programmers Tiffany Keys and Mike Appel working remotely from LA
and Florida, respectively. Early Bird Visuals helped Mat and his lighting
design team with renders and pre-vis and hosted a Discord session to

Photos Courtesy Riot Games
robe
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DUBAI

KISS 2020 Goodbye New Year’s Eve Concert from Dubai Features
Claypaky Mythos 2 and Scenius Unicos
Lighting for architectural, stage and broadcasting had to be taken into consideration

On New Year’s Eve there was no doubt that everyone was ready to
bid farewell to a very bad year. But one legendary rock band was
prepared to KISS 2020 Goodbye in spectacular fashion – with a live
Pay-Per-View concert from Atlantis the Palm in Dubai.
In what’s been called the biggest production in KISS’s history, the 22song set from the band’s End of the Road show was performed on a
250-foot stage with the live audience at the Atlantis resort watching
from their balconies and fans worldwide live streaming the concert
on FITE. A large complement of Claypaky Mythos 2 and Scenius
Unico fixtures from technical supplier PRG helped to illuminate the
expansive venue.
The concert was designed by Sean Hackett (aka Motley) from the
KISS production team. PRG was tasked with providing the A and B
rigs to fill the stage and create the architectural lighting for Atlantis
The Palm that highlighted building features and set the scene for the
mammoth show to come.
Lighting Designer Marcell Wahl of HOD Lighting lit the hotel’s grand
arch and eight turrets and washed the resort with colour. Martin
Smit, who headed the lighting team, used 60 Claypaky Scenius Unicos
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to frame and project artwork onto the building. He also placed
Unicos in the swimming pool in front of the stage to additionally wash
the hotel.
“Lighting the hotel was always going to be a challenge with full guest
attendance, very limited space to place fixtures and palm trees in
the line of sight,” says Wahl. “We needed the best fixture to give us
multiple options to achieve our final goal.”
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Wahl and his team worked through a number of designs and
scenarios and selected the one that gave the camera team the
best concert perspective and area shots captured by drones, while
allowing hotel guests to have the best view of the show. Ultimately,
this meant that some of the fixtures ended up in the pool on scaffold
structures to reach the height required.
The Unicos were selected for their flexibility and feature set. “They
have great optics in the lens and their shuttering capabilities were
key,” Wahl explains. “We needed to use blades to shutter the lights
so they did not spill into guests’ rooms and guests did not have light
in their eyes while viewing the show. We also needed a fixture that
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could cover a great distance and still have high output since the
lighting towers closest to the hotel were more than 80 meters away.
Delivering great gobos and color over a big distance were driving
factors in choosing the Unicos.”
For the concert itself 50 Mythos 2 were mounted on the upstage
vertical truss. “The stage had to be lit for broadcast and for the
audience on their balconies 200 meters away,” says Wahl.
The Mythos were specified by Lighting Designer Sean Hackett to
deliver just that. “He wanted a fixture with a solid beam, which
could be used to wash the stage with a breakout gobo from the back
creating more depth in the stage and providing more effects for
certain songs,” Wahl explains. “The units
performed very well. We were able to
have a wide variety of options and effects
that added a bit more to the final show
product.”
Photo Credit: City Drive Studios and
Landmarks Live
claypaky
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HONG KONG

High End Sola Series Lights Up Zuni Icosahedron’s Series of
Spectacular Programmes
C’est Bon Projects Corporation Limited provides technical support

Bach is Heart Sutra performance
No matter you are an actor, an audience member, or backstage crew,
participating in performing arts is an inspiring journey where you
experience creativity and cultural exchange through the appreciation
of arts. Zuni Icosahedron conducted a series of spectacular
programmes in the Hong Kong Cultural Centre to promote art and
culture in the region. High End Systems SolaFrame 1000 and Hog
4 console from ETC was used in the lighting design as part of this
meaningful experience.
Established in Hong Kong in 1982, Zuni Icosahedron is one of the
professional arts organizations dedicated to exploring the infinite
possibilities and interaction of multimedia technology with art and
theatre through subversive performance. Zuni is well known for its
premier experimental theatre; they have been invited to perform in
80 cities around the world.
To promote art and culture in the region, Zuni initiated a series of
fascinating programmes in 2020 including Piano Solo Storytelling Spirits, Hong Kong Song Book Series - Gayamyan Romantic HK the
80s Concert, Read Sing Eileen Chang, and Bach is Heart Sutra, under
the artistic direction and stage designed by Mathias Woo, the crossdisciplinary multimedia theatre creator. All the performances were
held in the Hong Kong Cultural Centre. The Centre is an iconic curved
and concave shape building located by the harbour-front of Tsim Sha
Tsui, and it is one of the city landmarks for a wide array of cultural
performances.
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Piano Solo Storytelling – Spirits performance
C'est Bon Projects Corporation Limited, one of ETC’s dealers for
the Hong Kong market, provided technical support to the above
performances. Piano Solo Storytelling - Spirits, a literary and music
program that combines piano solo, monologues, poems, lights, and
shadow to re-enact the stories of spirits and love through classical
music. The audience was amazed by both the theatrical narrator
Sylvia Chang - the renowned playwright/ director/ actress, and
the live-stream piano performance by Yen Chun-chieh, the awardwinning pianist in Taiwan. Mak Kwok Fai, the lighting designer of
this performance, explains how SolaFrame 1000 worked well from
rehearsal to showtimes, "The amount of fan noise can be highly
sensitive because this production reproduces the live music by
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the pianist at Taipei via streaming. SolaFrame 1000 works silently.
Audiences were impressed by the music with zero disturbance.” Fai is
also the director of C’est Bon.
Efficient programming capabilities of Hog4 was another plus.
Rehearsal times were tight as they required Sylvia and Chun-chieh
to work simultaneously between the two cities. The highly sensible
and fine-tuning capabilities on the fixtures helped adjust the lighting
effects precisely and saved a lot of time.
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Lighting designer, Fai was happy with the excellent features of
SolaFrame 1000, a high brightness of 20,000 lumen output, and the
redesigned CMY and CTO colour mixing system. It’s accurate, full
framing shutters create very fine lines that provide clean-cut light.
The continuously rotating variable animation wheel stimulates the
movement of a moving metro train, creates stunning images and
intensifies emotions in the performance. Read Sing Eileen Chang, is
a performance that celebrates the 100th anniversary of the birth of
Eileen Chang. Chang is a legendary female writer who significantly
impacted the history of Chinese literature. This performance is one of
Z Innovation Lab’s initiatives, a performing art program launched by
Zuni aimed to explore creativity in the industry via the combination
of technology on the stage. Z Innovation Lab is also the winner of the
Red Dot Award in 2020.
This performance combined the singing and storytelling of Chang’s
works with technology. It engrossed the audience with Chang’s works,
exciting music, and stunning lighting effects using images and LED
projections.

Gayaman Romantic HK the 80s concert performance
Hong Kong Song Book Series - Gayamyan Romantic HK the 80s
Concert is another performance created by Zuni. It is a concert
paying tribute to Danny Chan, a Hong Kong pop music icon in the
80s, that takes the audience down memory lane with nostalgic
HongKong romance through a Hong Kong band - Gayamyan’s modern
interpretation.

Bach is Heart Sutra is another program presented by Z Innovation
Lab. It is an “Art + Tech” installation built with a mirrored space. The
audience can experience the peace of mindfulness through writing
Heart Sutra while listening to the music of Bach's Six Suites for
Unaccompanied Cello, while interacting with the innovative theatre
technologies and dazzling audio-visual design that uses light and LED
projection.
Adonic Lo was the lighting designer of Read Sing Eileen Chang and
Bach is Heart Sutra. “The full framing shutter of SolaFrame 1000 was
a great help because the shape of the acting area kept changing. The
fast-moving feature also impressed me. It moves smoothly and could
be finely adjusted
while I worked
on different
movement
effects,”
commented
Adonic.
High End
Systems’ fixtures
not only create
moods and
enhance the
visual quality of a
performance,
but they are a
vital part of the
arts and cultural
development in
society.

Read Sing Eileen Chang performance
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Allen & Heath iLive-T112

d&b audiotechnik D12
€1,345.00
For sale used d&b audiotechnik D12
amplifiers available in good condition and
the price shown is per piece. 4 in stock.

€4,125.00
For sale a used Allen & Heath iLive-T112
Digital Controller in good condition. Price
is for 1 x Piece. Comes with iDR-48 Stagebox, flightcase & 2 x desklight.

Enquire
Enquire

10K fEEbEE LED RGBACL Engine
€ 830.00
10K fEEbEE LED RGBACL Engine: Retrofit into
original ETC Source 4 luminaire. Protocols:
DMX/RDM . 5-pin XLR in/out. PowerCon
connection. Coloured RGBACL. Min CRI 98
3200K S4 19˚6m 2822 Lux 1.8m dia; Min CRI
98 5200K S4 19˚6m 2822 Lux 1.8m dia.

Shure Axient 8-Channel Rack

Lab Gruppen FP4000
€15,000.00
For sale a used complete Shure Axient 8-Channel €615.00
For sale used Lab Gruppen FP4000
Rack. All is in good, fully working condition and
Amplifiers in very good condition, from
the price shown is for the complete set.
install. Price shown is per piece. 12 in
stock.

Enquire

Enquire

GLP JDC1 LED Strobe Package (12)
€34,450.00
For sale a package of 12 x Used GLP JDC1
LED Strobe Lighting Fixtures that are in
excellent condition. The price is for complete
package but it can be splitted.

Enquire

Enquire

Meyer Sound LYON_M
€6,950.00
For sale used Meyer Sound LYON_M
Linear Line Array Loudspeakers in
perfect working order & nice shape.
Price shown is per piece. 24 units in
stock.

Enquire

Vari-Lite VLZ Profile/Wash Package
€44,290.00
We have for sale Vari-Lite VLZ Profile/Wash
package NEW. Package includes 6 x VLZ
Profile and
6 x VLZ Wash. New with warranty.

Enquire
PRICE MIGHT DIFFER AT WEBSITE DUE
TO DYNAMIC PRICING MECHANISM

Chauvet Strike 4

Clay Paky Alpha Wash Halo

€555.00
Brand new Chauvet Strike 4 electrifying audience blinder and strobe with four high-power
100 W COB LEDs housed in independently
focusable pods. 149 in stock.

€1,000.00
We have for sale used Clay Paky Alpha Wash
Halo Lighting Fixtures, these are in good
condition. They come in dual flight case and
the price is for unit. 21 units in stock.
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